Goodwood Motor Circuit Covid Secure Procedure for Track Days

1. Drivers should proceed straight to the paddocks area to park and maintain social distancing whilst preparing their cars

2. The sign-on desk will be positioned so attendees can sign-on without needing to enter the Jackie Stewart Pavilion. Sign on will be contact free with all guests asked to pre-register online via the pre-registration link sent before. If you have not completed the link prior to your arrival, you will be asked to stand aside from the sign on queuing system to complete the link digitally, making sign on a longer process.

3. All briefings will take place outside, either in front of the Pit Lane Office or under the pit lane depending on weather.

4. Toilets for guests will be available by the Richmond Lawn. Toilets are thoroughly cleaned prior to each day commencing and throughout each day.

5. All communal areas will be cleaned thoroughly prior to attendee’s arrival and throughout the day. Please do not move the furniture from where it has been positioned.

6. Passengers from the same household or social bubble are permitted.

7. Car helmets are available for hire. They will be provided with cleaning equipment and a disposable helmet liner; however, attendees are strongly encouraged to bring their own helmet.

8. Multiple drivers can use one track vehicle provided attendees follow current guidelines on vehicle cleaning between drivers.

9. As per current guidelines, a maximum number of 5 additional guests of the main driver are permitted but please be aware there are no covered viewing areas.

10. Social distancing must be maintained at all times to ensure the safety of all guests and staff at Goodwood Motor Circuit.